
Caroline Rhea is a stand-up comedian, actress, writer, director, and talk show
host, best known for her role as “Aunt Hilda” on the ABC hit comedy series,
Sabrina the Teenage Witch. She has starred in seven comedy specials for Comedy
Central, HBO, Showtime, CBC and most recently filmed her latest special at the
Sydney Opera House in Australia. She is on television every day somewhere in the
world and tours with sold-out comedy shows across the country and
internationally. Caroline currently stars as the voice of “Linda Flynn-Fletcher" on
the hit Disney animated series, Phineas and Ferb. She continues to leave an
indelible mark on the entertainment world with her exceptional talents and
infectious charm. Born in Montreal, Canada, she embarked on her journey in the
realm of stand-up comedy, capturing hearts all over the world with her razor-
sharp wit and magnetic stage presence. Caroline has graced countless stages,
leaving audiences in stitches with her uproarious comedic routines filled with
heart.
Caroline Rhea's performances are like a burst of laughter-filled sunshine, leaving
audiences craving more. Her comedic genius is not only in her impeccable timing
but also in her unparalleled improvisational talent to connect with people on a
personal level. Her relatable humor touches the heartstrings of all who witness
her magic. From sold-out comedy shows to memorable television moments,
Caroline's work has become a source of joy and laughter for countless fans. Her
infectious energy and genuine love for making people laugh have earned her a
special place in the hearts of many, cementing her as a comedic icon for the ages.
Caroline Rhea's career is a testament to her exceptional talent and the enduring
love that people have for her work and perf...

Testimonials

Caroline Rhea

Caroline's comedic talents and sincere concern to help others is extraordinary.
All of us at LACHSA are beyond thankful for Caroline taking our efforts to the
next level making our events come to life. I recommend Caroline to other
organizations looking for someone very special to host/emcee and/or serve as an
auctioneer their events. 

- LACHSA.

Our Gateway for Cancer Research family has had the great pleasure of working
with Ms. Caroline Rhea for multiple charity events over the past several years.
Caroline has a personal connection to our cause and her willingness to support
Gateway through our events and across her platform helps elevate and amplify
our mission. She is dedicated and passionate about the organizations she
represents. She has served as an engaging and gracious event host/emcee and
auctioneer at our Gateway for Cancer Research signature events - Vino con
Stelle, Cures and elebrity Fight Night. These events raise over $6,000,000
annually and there’s no one else we would trust more to work with our team.
Caroline’s sense of humor, grace, and genuine concern to help others is a blessing
and we are honored that she has supported Gateway and the Stephenson family
by going above and beyond her scope of work. Her ability to connect with the
audience second to none and has proven to be a critical component of our event
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fundraising strategy, all while keeping the audience engaged and laughing. The
stakeholders and principals at Gateway ave developed a genuine relationship
with Caroline and are pleased to highly recommend her to other organizations
looking for engaging representation at their events.

- Gateway for Cancer Research.
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